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About This Video

The year is 2030 and an influx of refuges have effortlessly transformed themselves into a terrorist organization known as the
Individual Eleven. With a sadistic intent of mass destruction, will they triumph in victory or discover the gloomy pitfalls of

defeat?
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Title: Ghost in the Shell: Individual Eleven
Production:
Manga Entertainment
Distributor:
Lionsgate
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2007
Country: United States
Video Resolution: 1080p(6.4GB)
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: 5.1 Surround
Contains: NR
Running Time: 163 minutes
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.
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ING FLYING LITTLE BI*CH!!!
GO BUY IT. I love turning that awful mix match of colors into a nice dull Grey. A top-down shooter with unique graphics and
objective-based gameplay. A decent game, but not one I would buy outside of the third Humble Indie Bundle--nothing terribly
spectacular or novel in this crowded game marketplace.. Don't Like It!. got stuck in the first level... This is definitely an early
generation game that does a lot to show what VR is capable of, but is not in the top tier.. DEXED has a lot going for it, awesome
art direction and the gameplay is quite fun. You basically have two 'guns', ice and fire and have to target enemies according to
the elements. Fire beats ice mobs, ice beats fire mobs. I cannot stress enough how nice the art is in this game, the environments
are breathtaking and easy on the mind and not motion sickness inducing.

As with a lot of VR games the game is rather short, but this game has a lot of replayability and the pricing is fair and half that of
many other games that are more tech demos over this polished product.

I do recommend this game because it does not entirely focus on the novelty of VR but offers an interesting take on gameplay
and what the Vive controllers can do.. It's a basic but very enjoyable and fun indie-game with some strategy elements and
appears to be fun with friends for some casual gaming.

Although, it lacks any sense of progression, it's still quite fun and sucks you in to the extent that you just lose track of how much
time you've played.

It may not be everyone's thing, but I highly recommend checking it out.

However, I do have an issue with the $9.99 dollar price tag; at most, it should be for $5.00 dollars because it's not particurally
feature rich, and not a whole ot of people even bother with playing online with the game, if any at all.

It's a dead game in terms of updates; however, this doesn't mean the game is buggy, it seems to be fairly polished with the
exception of weird AI behavior at timesand the fact that the game can be easy sauce when using simple strategies such as only
holding a few planets and "upgrading" them and ammasing a ton of ships just to roflstomp your enemies.. Difficulty curve starts
off too high, not enough reward to justify the risk, and bad AI management make this too stressful to be really worth it. Where
do i even begin to elaborate?

-Right away, you'll notice on the first level, the "dad" comes in several times from the same spot and spots open up way too
frequently. There is no difficulty settings or ramp up, the only changes are a few new spots for the "dad" to come in through
with the frequency staying the same. You'll spend more time stressing over false positives than actually progressing. And lets
mention how the first level bricks take 3 hits to break. Go ahead, take a look at the screen shot and count the number of bricks
covering the picture, i'll wait. And it only gets worse from there!
-The basic frame of the game is you try to break blocks and expose pictures of PG13-at-worst anime girls and if you get caught
you lose EVERYTHING. If you quit after a day you save the pictures you've unlocked up to that point and have to start all over,
but witht he aformentioned difficulty being so high, you'll likely never get past the 3rd level before the paranoia causes you to
lose focus. If there were some way to get value out of the pictures you have to pass again and again to reach new ground, it
would be worth it. but as it stands, the risk isnt worth the reward.
-Absolutely nothing is explained in enough detail with this game's mechanics outside of "break blocks, dont get caught." It's
enever explained what the clock timer is for, what the stars mean, or if there are bad things to do that would increase the
difficulty. all of that is guess work and what you have to go to the discussion forums for. Unacceptable!
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-To expand on a few earlier pointsm it takes a long time to break all of the blocks on even the first screen, so you'll have to
invest in an auto-clicker program to avoid breaking your mouse. And the details of the game are incredibly deceptive, nearing
false advertising boundries. nothing in this game is "censored", none of the pictures have anything exposed and there isnt even
an external patch to expose more.
-Speaking of developers, it seems like the dev of this particular "game" has just dumped this off and left. there is no support on
the discussion boards from the devs or any sort of interaction.

In closing, This sad excuse of a rip-off of Gamer form Wario Ware is nothing special. Don't let the "overall positive" reviews
confuse you, there are a lot of thirsty 13 year olds who will give good reviews on the promise of anime porn. It's not even close
to semi-roguelike and being "frantic" is not a good thing.. Wow didn't had that much fun since a long time for a small game like
this WOW!!! GOOD JOB GUYS!!! For that price...1$ I would of buy it at 5$ to know how much fun I would have with it. With
a some frineds at home, it's the perfect game to laught and have fun. Again, one of the best buy i did for a long time!. Everyone
remembers a time when Games were 8 to 16 bit, and were unforgivingly brutal.

I recommend you pick up this game, as it fits the price and has some challenge at the end.
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It's a whole new game.The mod developers did an outstanding job with the game.. Nice game for persons who like to shoot. It
reminds me of the good old times.
This is the perfect thing to have some fun.
Girls are great!. this game is a gem. Controllers cannot be held inward facing for realistic grip (e.g. The Thrill of the Fight,
Knockout League, BOXVR, Virtual Fighting Championship, The Fastest Fist, etc).

Unfortunately, it ruins the game for me. I just cannot punch the way the controller alignment forces me to. It feels completely
unnatural... more like slapping than punching and generally uncomfortable and awkward to grasp.

Here's another way of describing it. In the neutral position, in order to make a closed fist with my hand, I have to grip the
controller near to the bottom (small hands) and this makes the controller top heavy and also misaligns the gloves to my hands.
Controllers facing each other I can close my hands ergonomically around the wand just below the ring, with my thumb above
the trigger. Punching really feels like punching held in this manner.

While most of these other games, use the inwards-facing profile as the deafult, BOXVR and TTotF allow you to create a custom
setting where you can "insert" your hand into the glove the way you prefer to hold it and it will bind itself to that orientation.

I'll be waiting to buy this - by all accounts - excellent boxing game until either more controller profile settings are added or until
Knuckles controllers come out (which presumably will work better for this game anyways).. Lives up to the original netstorm
feel. Looking forward to seeing this game be completed.. Great Game, I love the enviroment Music for this piece of gold!
anyway, Thanks for the Music, I bought the Soundtrack too and I love it!

Best Regards from Colombia! ^^ ;)

. A very charming RPG-Adventure hybrid in the style of Quest for Glory, radiating waves of nostalgia. Some of the rooms \/
screens are downright beautiful, such as the first chamber of the island castle.

Story rich with really fun, clever puzzles. I\u2019m enjoying it a lot!

. This is a pretty game, based on the Polish pilots in the UK in the war years, good game play & great graphics. As an early
access game it has a lot of potential. Grab it now while its at a cheap interductory price. I look forward to seeing what direction
the game takes us. It needs full flight controller support to just improve the flight control in the dog fights
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